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Near where the sunken warships of the Battle of Guadalcanal lie, glowing UFOs rise out of the

Pacific, fly into the mountains and disappear into jungle lakes. Here, a tropical paradise exists with

inexplicable, ancient ruins and puzzling writings of an unknown culture. Steamy, rugged mountain

ranges are inhabited by strange Sasquatch-like creatures. They have come down to the villages to

kidnap the locals for generations. Terrifying stories of abduction and cannibalism are passed on by

the villagers to their children. These are some of the incredible tales that the Solomon Islanders

have lived with for decades and you will read about in this spellbinding book. Author Marius

Boirayon is the son of the World War II central France maquis (resistance) leader, and grew up in

Mount Hagen in the Papua New Guinea Highlands. Following a career in the Royal Australian Air

Force and as an aircraft/helicopter engineer working in outback Australia, he decided in 1995 to go

to the Solomon Islands to live.
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"Mesmerizing and full of baffling mysteries-an essential read for everyone, and especially those of

us who live near Melanesia." -- Duncan Roads, Editor of Nexus

Marius Boirayon is the son of the World War II central France maquis (resistance) leader, and grew

up in Mount Hagen in the Papua New Guinea Highlands. Following a career in the Royal Australian

Air Force and as an aircraft/helicopter engineer working in outback Australia, he decided in 1995 to

go to the Solomon Islands to live. Currently he lives in Queensland, Australia.



After wanting to read this book for so long,I was happy to finally find a copy at a reasonable

price.Now I'm sorry I wasted my money.As a work of fiction it might be more acceptable,but still

poorly organized and all over the place. One minute the author is talking about underground bases,

ufo's, uso's, aliens,and flying lizard men ; while the next minute he's going on and on about 20 to 24

foot smelly,hairy ,horny ,cannibalistic giants,who have been residing and strutting about the

Solomon Islands,for centuries. Into this whole mix is thrown the one world government

conspiracy,aliens creating crypto-critters,and various other paranoia, mixed in with political over

tones.The book contains 2 maps,one photo and one drawing. You'd think that in a book such as this

(310 pages) ; there would at least be some kind of photos of these places he is speaking of,or some

kind of sketches of these creatures. Since the natives of these islands have been tormented by

these beings for centuries ,and they are reputed to just walk around out in the open; someone at

sometime must have photographed or at least sketched what they saw. Not to mention the Solomon

Island ufo's,which according to the author are seen even more frequently than the giants. Certainly

someone was capable of sketching what they saw,even if they didn't have a camera on hand.

This book could have been very, very good if the author had included the maps he has on his

website and some photos of the villages and areas he talks about. I shouldn't have to go to his

website to see a chart of the giant and UFO locations.I agree with others that the book peters off at

the end when he gets into the global conspiracies and local politics. I understand why he included it

(it was to explain why these creatures and phenomenon are being ignored), but it should have been

left out. It detracts from the main theme of the book. Dealing with just the giants and UFOs would

have sufficed.Unlike some, I liked the stories handed down by the locals concerning these strange

and oftentimes malevolent creatures. Their folklore is important to understanding their relationship

with these beings.All in all, this is a very enlightening book on a little known area of the world that

boasts contact with extremely large beings and aliens..

Mr. Boirayon is a true-blue adventurer, who never seems to miss an opportunity to do something

rash and get into trouble that most of us would not even think of.In his book, the Solomon Islands

emerge as a true stomping grounds for the adventuresome. There are giants, cannibals, evil

witchdoctors, UFOs in the sky, USOs in the water, malevolent ETs who fry people, tunnels

underground, and nemesis coming from any direction. It all fits into that part of the world being much

more raw than we know of in our more civilized places (if that's where you live). It is actually



surprising that the author survived so many encounters, any one of which might have meant his

last. As far as I'm aware, there are very few books with such stories which are first-hand

experiences, so Boirayon's book is a very good read. Some of his stories come from the native folks

and these are equally bizarre and fascinating.It's especially good to read the book in the safety of

your living room, since most of us who might have somehow thought of visiting Solomon Islands will

certainly never do that after reading this book (excluding any of our friends who might have a death

wish). In addition to being ridiculously dangerous, the place is inhabited and run by less than

pleasant people. Not counting cannibals and hostile ETs, the ordinary locals emerge as seriously

unlikable folks--corrupt, lazy, treacherous, etc. etc.The only drawback to the book is that there are

zero illustrations. Evidently, in Mr. Boirayon's adventurous career, all of his photograph collection

was stolen when he was robbed at one point. May you live a long and happy life, Mr. Boirayon!

This is an interesting book with some unanswered questions. Marius Boirayon is a retired military

man and I read of his contact with the "dragon ships" the natives spoke of, coming in and out of the

sea, and arising out of a mountain on the island of Malaita, if I remember correctly at the Nexus

site.Such sightings are common, as are craft entering and exiting the ocean.People may not know

this, but the US military built airfields over literally hundreds of island all over the Pacific supposedly

in the Second World War to be ready to attack Japan, however there may be other reasons. The

same as they attacked Iraq in 1990/1 -- to get access to technologies they do not have. For

example, check out Johnson Atoll, Pacific Ocean via Google world to see just one.So I believe that

the UFO sightings are probably correct and the Nexus article is pretty convincing as the natives

were seeing them all the time before Marius came along.The giants' story though IMHO is less

credible; I suspend judgment on that one. It is likely the "giants" and the sightings are not

connected, except by dint the Solomons are still somewhat uncleared of virgin forests. This would

stand out as being unexplored territory.What interests me is that the Solomon Islands are on the

Ring of Fire which is the tectonic rim of the Pacific Basin. That is highly volcanic and high in

electromagnetism, negative ions and natural vortices. This attracts alien life because the energy is

so high and bountiful, so wormholes are also more easily produced as gravity tunnels. So it is

natural UFO zone.On the other hand, the fact that Marius was military and the fact the military and

CIA were there like gnats in the early 1960s, all the military/airforce bases, the political situation in

the Solomon's, the volatile politics, and the interest in the US military to make more inroads in the

communities of people there as part of their worldwide campaign of genocide and takeover, may be

behind the more negative picture that might emerge of sightings and experiences in this region.
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